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About the architecture of Alejandro de la Sota 

One is tired of seeing how beauty and goodness of things are pursued (perhaps they 

are the same thing) with embellishing additions, knowing that the secret is not there. 

My unforgettable friend J. A. Coderch used to say that if the ultimate beauty is 

supposed to be like a beautiful bald head (for example, Nefertiti) it is necessary to 

have plucked it hair by hair, hair by hair, with the pain of plucking each one, one by 

one, of them. With pain we have to pull out from our works the hairs that prevent us 

from reaching their simple, simple end. This desire could be, perhaps accompanied 

by some other similar ones, the beginning of the presentation of the book. Simple 

simplicity. 

These expressive words of the Spanish architect Alejandro de la Sota (Pontevedra, 

1913) close the book on his work (Ed. Pronaos. Madrid, 1990) and precisely define the 

position before architecture, and before life, of this true master. 

His mastery, finally recognized in our country in recent years (Gold Medal for Merit in 

Fine Arts in 1986 and Gold Medal for Architecture from the Superior Council of Architects 

of Spain in 1988) is now being recognized internationally. 

The teacher who was unjustly rejected by the Spanish University in some controversial 

competitive examinations (where have those who managed to win them gone?) is now 

justly valued by the Europeans with a great exhibition in the center of one of the most 

international cities of the old continent: Zürich. Le Corbusier's homeland applauding 

Sota. 

The exhibition is an improved and enlarged version of the one held at Harvard and later 

in Madrid. A clear tour of Sota's work through large photographs and models is 

interspersed with abundant documentation of original plans and drawings, ending in a 

small room that houses some of the furniture designed with almost nothing! by Sota. All 

this, presiding over the great central hall of the building that Gotfried Semper made for 

the Polytechnic School of Zurich last century, to the strains of Wagner's music. 

And with a different, quieter music, the works of the Spanish master unfold serenely and 

silently before the astonished eyes of the Europeans. I can attest that, and not only during 

the visit with my students of the ETH, I always found the exhibition full of people. 

And so, step by step, we go from the rational naturalness of the Sevillian village of 

Esquivel (1955) to the sober cubism (the plastic era!) of the town of Fuencarral in Madrid 

(1955). Or from the tense rationality of the TABSA workshops in Barajas (1957) to the 

primitive strength of the renovated (with the effective collaboration of José Llinás) Civil 

Government of Tarragona (1954-1957). 

As an obligatory pause in the tour, a huge color image of that fascinating and accurate 

idea (Light and Construction) that is the Gymnasium of the Colegio Maravillas de Madrid 

(1961) on which William Curtis recently published a splendid analytical text where he 
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emphasized the intellectual rigor and poetic penetration of this paradigmatic work of 

Sota. 

The tour continues with those three glass boxes of extreme exquisiteness that are the 

unbuilt projects of the Parish Center of Vitoria (1957), the Bankunión offices in Madrid 

(1970) and the Aviaco offices, also in Madrid (1957). 

And the stone houses in Salamanca (1963), and the Colegio Mayor César Carlos (1976) 

and the Post Office building in León (1981) and the Spanish Embassy in Paris, etc. 

And what is Sota's architecture like to make such a strong impact on European architects 

at this point? 

Is Sota's architecture perhaps what one would expect from an "authentic Spaniard", a 

"bullfighting" architecture of grand gestures and expressive manners, of solemn 

capotazos, volapiés and muletazos of desplantes and estocazos? Nothing could be 

further from the quiet simplicity of the master. 

Sota's architecture, like that of Mies Van der Rohe or Arne Jacobsen (to quote the 

German and the Dane so that you can understand), possesses that extreme elegance 

of the right gesture, of the exact phrase that so precisely borders on silence. Silence of 

his work and of his person that possesses the difficult capacity of fascination. So close 

to poetry, to poetic breath, to silent music. 

Spaniards, Spanish architects, have almost always interpreted Sota's conceptual 

precision and formal asceticism as something not very vernacular, internationalizing, as 

coming from outside. 

Europeans, European architects, interpreted this clarity of ideas and simplicity of form 

as something specific to Spanish sobriety and austerity. The other side of the coin whose 

bullfighting cross means more to us. They, who were expecting to meet a Spanish 

architect bullfighter, oh Bofill, do not come out of their astonishment at such simplicity. 

And in their surprise at the hairless beauty of Sota's architecture, their admiration 

increases. And Alejandro de la Sota, architect! architect! above all others, far from 

internationalism or unwanted asceticism, will speak with words and works of simple 

simplicity. 

Sota's architecture, like that of Luis Barragán or Sigurd Lewerentz (to quote the Mexican 

and the Swede so that you may continue to understand), possesses that difficult 

naturalness of the humble material that, when properly placed, is capable of suggesting 

unusual qualities. As when the rightly placed word produces a poetic vibration. 

Many of today's European architects use building materials, the more and the less new, 

as an alibi (they speak of technology and industrial materials) for a shameless 

exhibitionism of the most curious textures and colors, in a display of pseudo-

technological exoticism, to fill with their images many of the Spanish and foreign 

architectural magazines. Perforated, unfolded and corrugated cans, screen-printed glass 

and rusty cortenes become protagonists when Light and Space are forgotten. 
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Some of the current Spanish architects, in the image and likeness of those, with more 

inclination to the cinematographic effect than to architectural permanence, and perhaps 

with the plausible desire to find a niche in those publications, also practice that current 

of pseudo-technological exoticism. 

And Alejandro de la Sota, simple simplicity, above all others, far from exhibitionism and 

personal prominence, uses the most advanced materials with an unusual naturalness. 

While others, almost all of them, understanding architecture as bullfighting, bullfight 

(capotazo goes, estocazo comes; decomposed volume goes, faded color comes), Sota, 

in the tentaderos, strolls serenely among the bulls that surrender to his path. 

While others, almost all of them, wave their materials, feeling modern when exhibiting 

them (aluminum goes, uralite comes; pre-lacquered goes, corrugated comes), Sota 

walks, as if absent-minded, on the fringes of them, with his simple materials under his 

arm. 

While others, almost all of them, build and deconstruct forms, depending on how they 

are worn, and modernize and postmodernize styles, Sota slowly withdraws to the other 

shore, smiling mischievously and, slowly, slowly, slowly, raising ideas forever. Hairless 

ideas of a bald and unfading beauty. 


